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PARTNERSHIP
Development of new systems for the 
protection, transportation, 
presentation and sale of used 
and reconditioned household 
appliances 
GOAL
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providing hospitality and helping 
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distribution of components 
and spare parts for household 
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RECOVERY AND REGENERATION OF 
ABANDONED WHITE GOODS AND 
SIMULTANEOUSLY DEVELOPMENT OF 
NEW SKILLS FOR PEOPLE IN 
CONDITIONS OF SOCIAL MARGINALITY
new 
life cycle 
WEEE
recovery 
social
rehabilitation
aware
consumption
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CONTEXT / Ri-Generation project
ASTELAV + SERMIG
CONTEXT / Ri-Generation project
appliances
CONTEXT / WEEE collection and treatment in Italy
2017
296.274.320 (+4,7%)
Total collection
4,9 kg
per person 
Source: Centro di Coordinamento RAEE, Rapporto annuale 2017
2016
283.075.012 kg (+4,7%)
Total collection
4,67 kg
per person 
2015
249.253.916 kg (+13%)
Total collection
4,1 kg
per person 
Only 40% of the total number of used appliances is 
treated correctly. The remaining 60% ends up in 
unauthorized landfills or is illegally exported to developing 
countries, both as working appliances and as a source of 
components and raw materials for recovery.
CONTEXT / appliances fixing and reuse
From 2008 to 2013, more and more users 
prefer to repair their own appliance rather 
than buy a new one - increasing trend
FROM TO
REGENERATED WASHING MACHINE NEW WASHING MACHINE CUSTOMER COSTS
Average 
life
6-7 years
Average cost
Out of town young students Young couples Separated or divorced Subjects with low purchasing power
need to have a functioning appliance, interested in the economic advantage; interest in environmental and social value
CONTEXT / housold appliances packaging
Main packaging system
EPS, cardbord, cellophane, straps
material redundancy / not recyclable
Andrea Bellucchi, Bandiago System
Cardbord
mono-material recyclable packaging
ICSS Packaging
EPP, wood, cardbord, cellophane, straps
material redundancy / partially reusable
Free Pack Net
EPP, cellophane, straps
returnable packaging
METHODOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK AND ROLES
CONCEPT AND GUIDELINES
appliances
CONCEPT AND GUIDELINES
Reuse of abandoned clothes
Faulty clothes that Sermig receives 
daily in form of private donations
Create capability for disabled people
Activation of didactic workshops among 
social co-operatives
Packaging reuse
Exploring the possibilities of 
reusing the package
Expressive charge
Narrative aesthetics telling the story of 
the recuperation of waste elements
appliances
PRODUCT DESIGN / Ri-Pack 
polyethylene 
tubular film 
Used clothes
PRODUCT DESIGN / packing and use
PRODUCT DESIGN / use and reuse
Ri-generation website and 
a leaflet attached to the 
washing machine 
instructions suggest some 
possibilities 
of reuse 
protection for furniture 
during a move or while 
stocking in the basement
pic-nic with friends
Under the cloth
pet basket
folded and slipped 
into a pillowcase 
on the garage walls
scratchproof while 
maneuvering the car
watching the stars
Softly isolating from 
the ground
Schema modalità di realizzazione del pack
PROCESS DESIGN / packaging developing
clothing collection 
at Sermig
sorting and 
identification of 
garments that can not 
be used as clothing 
anymore
washing
cutting of clothes 
and assembly of 
packaging
packaging and sale 
of the appliance
creative reuse
PROCESS DESIGN / packaging realization protocol
cutting the 
fabric scraps
positioning and 
cutting the plastic 
film from the tube
positioning
the fabric scraps
necessary tools 
and features of the 
work station
cutting the 
fabric scraps
filling the 
plastic tube
tracing the 
sewing lines
sewing
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT / participatory workshops
n. 2 participatory workshops with 
Sermig coordinators and Astelav
staff
n. 2 participatory workshops with 
responsibles and regulars of the 
volunteer center "Come noi" Sermig
n. 2 participatory workshops with re-
sponsibles and guests of the "La Bot-
tega" social cooperative, which acti-
vates growth paths for disabled people
WS SERIES 1 WS SERIES 2 WS SERIES 3
Sharing the realization process in order 
to identify the most suitable facilities for 
the realization. 
Implementation tests in order to optimize 
tools and processes based on resources Implementation test in order to organize the 
process and explain the working methods
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT / participatory workshops
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT / participatory workshops
COMMUNICATION
The Ri-Generation website will contain a 
specific section dedicated to packaging. 
The meaning and some suggestions for 
its re-use will be illustrated
WEBSITELEAFLETSTICKERS ON THE PACKAGE
Direct messages 
declaring the 
reusability of the 
pack
A leaflet sold together with the product, 
explains the Ri-Generation project and 
illustrates the possible reuse of the 
packaging
Future developments and possible actions
The packaging system defined, regardless of its 
specific application in the context of the sale of 
reconditioned household appliances, can be 
considered, to all intents and purposes, as a new 
semi-finished product which, when suitably 
remodelled, can also be used in other product 
sectors. 
First of all, within the scope of donation of goods by 
Sermig (recuperated electronic products, educational 
materials for the schooling of children, medicines, 
technological systems, etc..), which are shipped daily 
to the Third World and developing countries.
Future developments and possible actions
Participation in conferences and seminars: 
dissemination of experience at national and international 
conferences organised in the areas of eco-design, packaging 
design and circular economy.
Realisation of scientific publications: production of 
papers and scientific articles aimed at describing the operation 
and promoting the content.
Editorial project per single publication/story: 
a sustainable packaging case history could be the focus of a story 
told by a lively, abridged publication that could be distributed at 
particular events aimed at disseminating the initiative and 
promoting the Ri-Generation activity.
Curation and layout design for possible exhibitions: 
definition of possible layout design concepts for participation in 
exhibitions, trade fairs on the subject of sustainable packaging or 
for the creation of a specific ad hoc event dedicated to the Ri-
Generation case history.
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